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Streakers exposed 
The Homecoming tradition of a brisk jog without clothes continues, 
so think like Frank "The Tank" and head to the Quad 
•v RACHANA Dixn AND DHEW Urr 
NEWS £D/TORS 
At 11 p.m. Thursday night, about 10 
students took oft their clothes and sprinted 
down the Quad for the Streak Ball, an 
unofficial tradition that takes place each 
Homecoming week. 
The group consisted of students with a 
common passion of expressing their school 
spirit. 
Terms used to describe the rush of 
streaking theQuad included "invigorating." 
"eye-opening," and "life-affirming." 
This year's turnout was smaller than 
usual, and the weather may be to blame. 
The low  that evening was 28 degrees 
Fahrenheit However, sophomore Mark 
Steidler. who said he was not an avid 
streaker, still participated for the second 
time in the event despite the cold. "The 
cold may deter some, but it only enhances 
my desire to run," Steidler said. 
Junior Whitney March was only 
intending to watch the streaking, but 
changed her mind at the last minute to be 
one of the three girls who participated. 
Since there is no "formal organizer, 
students take it in their own hands to 
publicize the event. 
Students advertised the event by 
placing notices in their AIM profiles. 
Freshman Mark Deal created a Facebook 
Group called "Mark Deal... Public Nudity 
101." The Facebook group consists of 34 
members and 25 groupies. 
Deal, although only having been at |MU 
for a few months, has streaked more than 
10 times this semester alone, believing thai 
there is nothing wrong with being naked 
"Nudity is natural. We all came out naked, 
and we'll go naked," Deal said. 
Although the Streak Ball has been 
a part of Homecoming tradition, 
streaking under any circumstam ,• ll 
illegal. According to Virginia State Law, 
streaking is considered to be Indecent 
exposure, which is classified as exposing 
private parts in an offensive manner in 
public. If caught, the crime is a Class One 
misdemeanor. 
JMU 
avoids 
student 
aid 
trend 
BY AMANDA WILSON 
CONTRIBUTING WRTTER 
JMU has been able to avoid 
the trend of providing more 
merit-based aid than need-based 
aid to its student body. 
In the College Board's annual 
tuition survey released last week, 
it was found that public colleges 
are managing to "reign in the 
runaway cost of tuition at their 
institutions." 
However, from an arti- 
cle in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, colleges are increas- 
ingly offering more merit-based 
aid. According to the National 
Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators, need-based 
aid declined from 89 percent 
to 79 percent of total state aid. 
This has made it more difficult 
for low-income students who 
require need-based aid to finance 
their education. 
JMU provides need-based 
aid determined on students' 
eligibility through the Free 
Application for Federal Student 
Aid form and on their family's 
economic ability to earn and 
save money. Although need- 
based aid is more prevalent at 
JMU, challenges exist in pro- 
viding this kind of aid as well. 
Middle-class income status is 
often not low enough to be con- 
sidered "need-based." 
Senior financial aid counsel- 
or Brian DeYoung doesn't see a 
struggle for need-based aid at 
James Madison University. 
"The trend of there being 
more merit-based aid than need- 
based aid is not a trend I've 
seen at JMU. Actually, one of the 
greatest challenges we have is 
increasing our merit based aid 
and resources. For low income 
students at JMU we are able to 
meet a significant amount of 
need," Young said. 
Merit-based aid sources 
come from the students' own 
community or through the uni- 
versity by means of general 
scholarships, department schul- 
arships or private scholarships. 
Scholarships have become 
increasingly competitive in the 
past 15 years, especially with 
the growth in online resources 
for scholarship offers. 
The university is try- 
ing to raise funds by way of 
employee donations and other 
donors. A part of the Office 
of Development's mission state- 
ment includes, "our current 
fund-raising effort is placing 
particular emphasis on growing 
the University's privately fund- 
ed endowment to $100 million 
by 2013. This need is becom- 
ing increasingly important as 
more demands are placed on the 
public treasury and fewer state 
resources are made available to 
support higher education." 
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Saturday marked JMU's Homecoming and the campus was full of activity. 
Bridgeforth Stadium filled to capacity as the Dukes took on the University 
of Richmond Spiders. For a complete game story see page 8. 
Above: The Homecoming Step Show took place Saturday In Wilson Hall. 
Students eat, compete for Commons Day 
■v DREW Lcrr 
NEWS EDITOR 
Thursday, students lined up to gorge 
themselves with difficult-to-eat foods dur- 
ing the first-ever food-eating contest on 
Commons Day. 
While searching for an attenbon-grab- 
bing event for this year's Commons Day, 
junior Brooke Kriestcn, a Commons Day 
committee member, proposed the idea to 
have the eating contest. The committee thrn 
decided to add it as one of the events dunng 
the week-long Homecoming celebration. 
Co-chair of the Commons Day commit- 
tee, senior Corey Schwartz, said every 10 
to 15 minutes, four to five students and the 
occasional faculty member sat down and 
ate a food item of their choice. On the menu 
were pancakes, shredded wheat cereal, 
Buffalo wings, peanut butter crackers, vari- 
ous pies, and a "mystery shake." 
"The love of competition" is what 
drove senior Chns Conaway to attempt 
to eat a plate of Buffalo wings followed 
immediately by a chocolate whipped 
cream pie. 
After Conaway had finished a wing- 
eating contest and just barely missed win- 
ning the top prize, he felt he could do 
better if given another chance. 
But Conaway proved that eating targe 
quantities of food is harder than it looks. 
When he lifted his face out of a chocolate 
whipped cream pie, he was barely able to 
breathe because pie filling had worked its 
way into his nostrils. He lost his heat of the 
contest by only finishing half of his pie. 
"Right now, I feel like I'm about to 
vomit," Conaway said. 
Sophomore Sarah Wagoner finished 
an entire plate of Jell-O before her com- 
petitors and walked away from her con- 
test triumphant. Her reason for signing 
up: "I was hungry, and hadn't had lunch 
yet," she said. 
All participants walked away with vary- 
ing amounts of "Duke IXillars." Winners, 
like Wagoner, walked away with 10, and 
others earned amounts less than that. 
The "Duke Dollars" were then used at 
an auction after the pep rally. 
Commons Day is a carnival-like event 
which is a Homecoming tracfibon. In addi- 
tion to the food-eating contests, games like 
Twister were set up and played, cotton 
candy was passed out and voting for Mr. 
ami Ms  Madison .'Ui1^ took place 
aSs*fnjfS)Srta 
Junior Peter Perantonakis takes first place In the pumpkin pie eating 
contest as part of Thursday's Commons Day events. 
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POLICE LOG 
BY KHJ Y FisMRlsenior writer 
Underage possession of alcohol 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession 
ol alcohol at Grtford Hall Oct. 25 at 8:24 p.m. 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported the thett ot a cell phone and 
CDs from a vehicle parked in A3 Lot Oct 25 between 
6 30 and 7:30 p.m. 
A JMU student reported the thett of a backpack contain- 
ing a wallet and cell phone trom an unsecured locker in 
UREC Oct. 26 between 7 and 8 p.m. 
Possession of marijuana 
JMU students were charged with the possession ot mari- 
juana at Hillside Hall Oct 21 at 5:32 p.m. 
JMU students were charged with the possession ot mari- 
luana at Mauck Stadium Oct. 26 at 11 p.m 
Destruction of property 
A JMU officer reported several walls vandalized by spray 
paint on Greek Row Oct. 26. 
Number ot drunk in publics since Aug. 29: 33 
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DUKE DAYS Events Calendar 
Academic Advising and Career Devel- 
opment 
Are you a science, math, health or tech major looking for 
job search and graduate school advice'? Than come to 
"What's Next Preparing lor the Real World In Science. 
Health and Technical Career Fields' on Nov. 7 It is a day 
ot workshops from 1 to 7 p.m. in the Festival Center Ball 
room. For more inlormation, go to imu.edu/aecd/next. 
Up 'til Dawn 
Up 111 Dawn will hold a letter-writing party Wednesday. 
Nov. 2 from 6 to 11 p.m. in Transitions There will be plen- 
ty of food and entertainment. Come with your team, or 
sign up while you are there For more information, con- 
tact Allison Rowe at roweae. 
Delta Chi 5k Run/Walk 
The JMU chapter ol the Delta Chi fraternity will hold the 
second annual 5k Run/Walk for the Juvenile Diabetes Re- 
search Foundation Sunday, Nov 13 at 10am Registra- 
tion packets will be available on the commons between 
Oct 31 and Nov 11 Registration fees are $10 belore the 
race and $15 on race day. 
Alternative Spring Break 
The Alternative Spnng Break Program wHI be preregistering 
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 trom 9 am to 4 p.m. on the second floor 
of Wilson Hall for those who are interested in participating 
on a Long Distance or International Spring Break Trip. The 
sign-up lottery will be held Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. in Transitions. 
You must pre-register to be eligible for the lottery 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James 
Madison University, serves student and faculty 
readership by reporting news involving the cam- 
pus and local community. The Breeze strives to 
be impartial and (air in its reporting and firmly 
believes in its First Amendment rights. 
Correction 
In the Oct 27 issue of The Breeze, the captions for the fea- 
ture photos in the Campus section were left out. The cap- 
tions should have read "Above As part of the Life Long Liv- 
ing Program, Rita Plowman, ot Harnsonburg, folds a square 
sheet ot paper into a bat Lett During the origami construc- 
tion class on Wednesday. Jan Lorette and Qrover Jaeger, 
both ol Massanutten. made their paper bats fly' Both pho- 
tos were taken by Amy Paterson, photo editor 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thurs- 
day mornings and distributed throughout 
James Madison University and the local 
Harnsonburg community. Comments and 
complaints should be addressed to Nathan 
Chiantella editor 
Main Telephone: 
(540) 568-6127 
Editor: 
Nathan Chiantella 
(540) 568-6749 
breezeeditorQhotmail com 
chlantnafllmu.edu 
Advertising Department: 
(540) 568-6127 
News Desk: 
(540) 568-6699 
breezenewsOhotmwI. com 
Arte and Entertainment 
Daaki 
(540) 568-3151 
breezeartsQhotmail. com 
Sports Deak: 
(540) 568-6709 
breezesportsQhotmail. com 
Opinion Deak: 
(540) 568-3846 
breezeopmionQhotmail. com 
Photo/Graphic*: 
(540) 568-8041 
breazephotoOhotmail. com 
breezegraphicsOhotmail. com 
Mailing address: 
The Breeze 
Q1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC6805 
James Madison UntvenMy 
Harnsonburg. Virginia 22607 
Phone: (540) 568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS 
The Christian Science Monitor 
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper 
with worldwide readership 
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind" 
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - correspondents around the world provide concise 
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas. 
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool. 
Ask about the "treeless" version at the JMU Library 
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com 
Need some Extra Cash? 
$ JAMES MCHONE        (£ 
l4) anciqur ^   jewelry J)    ^ 
Buying 
Tiffany & Co., Cartier, Yurman, Hidalgo Jewelry 
(high school rings, ect.) • MUST be 18 w/ two IDs 
8 Quick.   Easy. 
Bagels Affordable.   Good. 
& Deli      What's not to like? 
Check out one of our three area locations: 
expires 10/30/05 
50< OFF 
BREAKFAST 
*M    SPECIAL 
■  Sausage, egg, cheese & homefries 
expires 10/30/05 
$1 OFF 
»-"    
C
«S!EAKE & Deli      3 I CM* 
Market Street Location 
1638-37 East Market Street 
Phone: 540-R84-O418 
Harmony Square Location 
I 1741-E Virginia Square 
Phone: 040-442-1997 
■     Rockingham Square Location 
1731 South High Street ■ Phone: 540-432-1386 
Have you gotten 
your Flu Shot? 
EmerglCare 
No Appointment 
Necessary 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm   Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: lpm-6pm    540-432-9996 
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's 
Quiznos Sub 
"MMIVI...TOASTY!" 
FLEX and all major 
credit cards accepted! 
37 Burgess Rd. 
near the Harrisonburg 
Crossing Shopping Center 
(540)432-1302 
Free Small Soda 
with purchase of any sandwich 
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05 
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with 
any other offer. 
) 
N.Y. Sryle 
Day Spa and Salon 
Free Haircut 
With Color or Highlight 
Spa Treatments 
Massage 
,     Nails' 
Facials 
Hair Services 
Waxing 
Relaxation Awaits Youl 
Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am-6 pm 
Sat 10 am 2 pm 
Food Lion Shopping Center 
Port Republic Rd. 
Harrisonburg, Va 
(540) 574-0808 
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Israeli, Palestinian 
women speak about 
Middle East crisis 
AMY PATERSON/pfatfo rdaor 
Amlra Hlllal. one of the program's speakers, tells the 
audience her life story about living In the Middle East. 
•Y DREW LEPP 
NEWS EDITOR 
A heated debate occurred 
after a speech by Three women 
from the Middle East who came 
to tour the United States to speak 
on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
Three Middle Eastern women 
spoke Thursday to confront the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict as part 
of the national Jerusalem Women 
Speak tour. 
The tour has been organized 
by Partners for Peace as part of 
an effort to raise awareness and 
to promote a lasting settlement 
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
The speakers were Amira Hillal, a 
Christian Palestinian, Roni Ham- 
merman, a Jewish Israeli and 
Sherene Abdulhadi, a Muslim 
Palestinian. 
Hillal. who spoke first, said 
when the state of Israel was cre- 
ated in 1947. Palestinians living 
in Jerusalem before the creation 
of Israel were forced to leave 
and move to the Gaza Strip or 
the West Bank. 
As a spokesman for the Pales- 
tinian people. Hillal said, "We are 
suffering from this occupation, 
and don't know what will hap- 
pen tomorrow." 
A problem people living in 
the area face are checkpoints that 
allow people to enter Jerusalem 
from Gaza or the West Bank. Even 
if people need to enter Jerusalem to 
go to school or work, thev still need 
to have the proper permits to get 
into the city. The rest of the citv is 
surrounded by what Hammerman 
calls an "apartheid wall." 
"It was built to keep Palestinians 
away from Jerusalem," she said. 
The checkpoints, manned by 
armed guards, are the only legal 
ways to enter Jerusalem. People 
are often held up for extended 
periods of time while attempbng 
to make their way through the 
checkpoints. 
"The wall and military check- 
points we built in an effort to pro- 
tect the borders have more prob- 
lems than they have prevented," 
Hammerman said. "I cannot 
sleep because I know checkpoints 
cannot deter people who plan 
suicide bombings." 
Thirty-six women have given 
birth to babies while waiting at 
the gates. Sixty percent of those 
babies died some time afterwards. 
Hammerman said. 
Hammerman is actively in- 
volved in Machsom Watch, a hu- 
man rights group that monitors 
the actions of Israeli soldiers at 
military and police checkpoints. 
During her presentation. 
Hammerman showed pictures of 
soldiers blindfolding and hold- 
ing people at gunpoint when 
they attempted to sneak past the 
guards. 
Hillal came to America for the 
first time for this series of speech- 
es. "When I visited the US. for the 
first time. 1 had this strange feel- 
ing. There were no checkpoints h 
was great. You are lucky, I think," 
Hillal said. 
During Abdulhadi's pre- 
sentation,    she   spoke   about 
LAUREN PACK.',i// / 
Currently, walls and check- 
points around Jerusalem make 
it difficult for Palestinians 
to get to work or school In 
Jerusalem as well as to travel 
between Palestinian towns. 
the impact the media has had in 
the conflict. "The media tries to 
annihilate reality in Palestine. 
she said. "The histor) ol the 
powerful erases the history of 
the weak." 
Va. governor's race heats up 
BY RONALD BSOWNSTEIN 
LOSANCIUS mas 
In the Republican-leaning state of Vir- 
ginia, the political climate rarely has been 
as favorable for Democrats as it is in this 
year's gubernatorial election. 
Outgoing Democratic Gov. Mark R. 
Warner is leaving office with a stratospher- 
ic 75 percent approval rating after an ener- 
getic term in which he closed a state budget 
shortfall, invested in schools and roads and 
presided over booming job growth. 
Even some Republicans consider Lt. 
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine, the Democratic 
candidate to succeed Warner, a smoother 
and more skilled campaigner than GOP 
nominee Jerry W. Kilgore. the former state 
attorney general. And, although President 
Bush comfortably carried Virginia last 
year, polls show his approval rating has 
Slipped below 50 percent in the state. 
Despite all of these tailwinds, Kaine 
is running at best stride for stride with 
Kilgore — and perhaps a step behind him 
— as they near the Nov. Selection 
The contest has crystallized the chal- 
lenge Democrats probably will face next 
year trying to convert the disenchantment 
with Bush and the country's direction. 
If Kilgore can retake the Virginia gov- 
ernorship for the GOP, it would prove 
"that red states (next year] are going to be 
tougher nuts to crack for Democrats, even 
under good circumstances, than they cur- 
rently mink." said Larry J. Sabato, director 
of the Center for Politics at the University 
of Virginia. 
Still, in its arguments and strategies, 
the Virginia race might be anticipating 
currents that influence next year's cam- 
paigns. 
Kaine, in his campaigning, empha- 
sizes the tradibonal Democratic priority 
of education, promising to fund univer- 
sal access to pre-schoo! for 4-year-olds. 
But Kaine has spiced his message with 
two distinctive notes. 
Most surprising, Kaine has sought to 
energize his base by directly criticizing 
President Bush. Not long ago that might 
have been considered the political equiva- 
Going once, twice, sold! 
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Junior John Robinson auctioneers at the Homecoming Auction. After 
the pep rally on Friday, students bid on Hems such as -purple out" 
shirts using "Duke Dollars' which they had earned over the course of 
the week. 
lent of bear-baiting in a state Bush easily ear- 
ned twice. 
But Kaine believes Bush's stature has 
eroded to the point where the Democrat 
felt comfortable recently telling support- 
ers in a Northern Virginia suburb thai 
the state could send the White House "a 
powerful message about the direction of 
the country if we win this race." 
Kaine's other distinctive note has been 
a direct appeal to voters in the fast-grow- 
ing outer suburb — or "exurban" — com- 
munities that have become a GOP strong- 
hold not only in Virginia but around the 
nation. Kaine has proposed providing local 
governments authonty to bar new housing 
' and commercial development that they be- 
lieve would overly clog their roads. 
If that message helps Kaine trim the 
GOP margins in tne exuibs, other tXirut- 
crats probably will see it "as the road into 
this vote." said Robert E. Lang, director 
of the Metropolitan Institute at Virginia 
Tech. Kilgore hasn't relied solely on cul- 
tural issues in his campaign. "I'm the only 
candidate that stands for lower taxes, less 
regulation and an end to fnvolous law- 
suits," Kilgore told supporters at a fund- 
raiser last week. 
But Kilgore, a former state and federal 
prosecutor who resigned as attorney gen- 
eral to focus on the race, has worked most 
aggressively to portray Kaine as a social 
liberal. In ads, Kilgore has charged that 
Kaine "supported gay adoption," "vigor- 
ously supported gun control" and backed 
"abortion on demand." 
Kaine has responded by accusing 
Kilgore of misrepresenting his positions; 
he said that although his Catholic faith 
leads him to oppose the death penalty, he 
would enforce it. He also has talked more 
explicitly than most Democrats about his 
religious beliefs, including his experience 
as a Catholic missionary. 
But Kilgore's onslaught has taken 
its toll. When Kaine supporters at rallies 
across the Shenandoah Valley were asked 
to name the biggest obstacle he faced with 
their neighbors, they universally cited the 
social issues Kilgore has stressed. 
Veteran Democratic consultant Steve 
larding, an adviser to Warner, said that 
Kaine's views, primarily his opposition 
to the death penalty, have left him more 
vulnerable to these cultural attacks than 
other "red-state" Democrats might be 
next year. 
But larding said that whoever wins, 
the Virginia race should remind Demo- 
crats about their need to "neutralize" 
cultural issues even at a time when the 
national political environment seems to 
favor the party. 
Aid dog banned from 
Stafford middle school 
•v SUE ANNE PRESSIE* 
THE WASHINGTO\ 
Sarah Garvin and her dog. 
Satin, are a team. When Sarah. 
15, a special-education student, 
goes to the doctor. Satin goes, 
too. During Sarah's elementary 
school years, the dog accompa- 
nied her to class several days 
a week, and the principal even 
introduced the 60-pound black 
Labrador retriever mix as "our 
new staff member." 
But Satin, a trained assis- 
tance do£, is not allowed at 
Sarah's current school — H.H. 
Poole Middle School in Stafford 
— under a long-standing policy 
thai bans most animals. That de- 
cision has focused attention on 
the question of how far a school 
system should go in meeting the 
needs of disabled students. 
John and Melodee Carvin, 
Sarah's parents, asked that Sat- 
in be allowed to attend school 
one hour a week to help Sarah, 
who has Down syndrome and 
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, 
in her speech pathology class. 
But school officials said no, and 
a mediator, who was brought in 
after the Garvins challenged the 
decision, also refused to admit 
the dog. 
"These dogs are welcome 
anywhere else." Melodee Garvin 
said. "I've never been anvwhere 
where Satin has been turned 
down because she's a dog. 
"The first reason school of- 
ficials gave for refusing the re- 
quest was "dog dander," Garvin 
said. "Then it was, 'Sarah is do- 
ing well and needs no special ac- 
commodations.'" 
Stafford County schools 
spokeswoman Valerie Cot-, 
tongim said she cannot discuss a 
case involving a specific student, 
citing privacy laws. Currently, 
she said, there is one service dog 
accompanying a student in the 
public schools. 
The decision to permit or ban 
an animal is up to the tdiool 
principal, who is given guide- 
lines by the school system, Cot- 
tongim said. Under those guide- 
lines, a dog could be permitted if 
it was required for a Student l>> 
receive benefit" from a special' 
education program, if the animal 
was used as a teaching stral 
egy or it was needed as comtort 
or treatment after a traumatic 
event, she said. 
"When we're looking at an 
animal on school propertv she 
said, "we have to consider the 
needs of all the children and 
the health and safety of the stu- 
dents and staff. A school is not 
the same as a restaurant or pub- 
lic place." 
Sarah and h*t mother spent 
two weeks  .«t  the  Canine  ( um 
panions for Independence's re- 
gional center al the State i niver- 
sity of New fork In Farmingdale, 
learning how to take cue ol a 
service dog and how to use its 
skills. At the end of the period. 
they were matched with S.itm, 
who had been trained si me S 
puppy for the |ob and knows SO 
commands. 
When Sarah received her dog, 
she and Satin quickly formed S 
tight bond. 
"It's funny. She never liked 
dogs to kiss her. Satin's the only 
one she allows to lick her face, 
said Rachel Garvin, 27. a special- 
education teacher in the Staf- 
ford County schools, whose ca- 
reer choice was inspired by her 
younger sister. 
Satin had np problems || 
tending Winding Creek and 
Kate Waller Barrett elementary 
schools in Stafford County, her 
mother said. Melodee Garvin 
would bring Satin to school and 
stay there during the classes; 
under the rules of the Canine 
Companions program, Sarah 
needs an adult "facilitator, 
such as her mother, to accom- 
pany her and Satin. 
Advocates for the disabled 
who have heard of Satin's re- 
jection have advised the fam- 
ily to seek an attorney. But Me- 
lodee Garvin is not very sure 
about that. 
"We hesitate going to a law- 
yer, because this is something 
they should do because it is 
good,'' she said I he\ slum Id n't 
be compelled to do it." 
Google battles with lawsuits over books 
BY STtPHANIE HODGE 
DAILY BRUIN 
The battle between copynght holders and teehn«>kigy com- 
panies continues as mon' copyright infringement lawsuits n He 
filed last week against Google's new digital library program, 
Google Print. 
The Association of Amencan Publishers filed a copyright 
infringement suit against Google Print to stop the pfOKnun't 
progress, just a month after a similar suit was filed by the 
Authors Guild. 
CJoogk' Print a pnifect aimed to digitize a collection of books 
online, is made up of two components: the Pnnt Library Project 
and the Print Publisher Program. 
Though the controversial Pnnt Library Project will 
only show portions of copynghted pages, publishers are 
upset that entire books will be scanned into the system. 
Tne site uses the Google Pnnt homepage SO link searches to 
book titles. Pages that contain relevant information will be avail- 
able from copynghted biles and public domain. 
Those titles that an' in the public domain are available for 
users to search thntugh the entire work, page by page, but .\rv 
not available for printing or downloading. 
Each entry will also provide links to where books can be 
purchased and to local library holdings. 
Google supports its project claiming it falls under law UN 
in VS. copyngnt law, which allows excerpts to be published 
without consent. 
Secbons 1117 and 108 of Title 17 of the Copyright Act estab- 
lish cases where copvnghtod material may be used under the 
Mir use' clause*, namek tor enbeism, comment news report* 
ing, teaching, scholarship and research, according to tlie LS. 
I Dpyrighl Website 
Googk* insists its protect is legitimate, SSytng it Is neOBBSSf) 
to hlVI toll copies scanned into the system tor n-search and 
indexing purposes. 
Many students say thev an' evcited about texts moving Onto 
the Internet. 
"It will make mv reseanh easier, but will nn»kibk deaeasS 
the time I actually spend in the library, said t atlienne Brewer. 
a third-war history and political science student. 
Brewer said she will look into the Google site because *"t 
previous positive experiences with Google Publisher, but she ls 
concerned about tlie issues facing the company. 
"Ifs upsetting that they are getting into trouble/ Brewer 
siid It seems like tlie\ an' trying to offer a wide vaitet] of 
matenals that could be useful for my own research ' 
Google Print will host portions of collections fnmi Stanford, 
Harvard, Oxford, the University of Michigan and I he \ew 
York Public Library. 
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Spend the semester in D.C. 
WASHINGTON SEMESTER 
-Earn a full semester's 
worth of JMU credit. 
-Pursue a 
semester-length 
internship plus 
upper-level JMU 
coursework. 
-Now offered both 
semesters! (see below) 
-Live in JMU-arranged 
housing in Woodley 
Park, DC. 
-Early admission 
deadline November 
15th! 
For more information: 
Interested? 
Informational Meeting 
Wednesday, 11/4 
3:30 p.m. 
Maury 201 
Political Science Office 
Maury 118 
568-6149 
Web page: 
www.jmu.edu/polisci/ 
washington.html 
Political Science 
Washington Semester 
Fall 2006 
The fall semester version of 
Washington Semester combines 
a political science internship with 
upper-level coursework in 
political science. 
Global Affairs 
Washington Semester 
Spring 2007 
The spring semester version of 
Washington Semester requires 
that students complete an 
internship in global and/or 
international affairs. Coursework 
and activities focus on global 
issues. 
For both programs, 
an INFORMATIONAL MEETING will be held on 
Wednesday 11/4 at 3:30pm in Maury 201 
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EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
"MADISON MADNESSl 
THE PRIVATE JMU PARTY EXTREME 
ROCKS THE 'BURG 
FEATURING SPECTACULAR SPECIALS & MIX 
MASTER MIKE FROM NEW YORK WITH THE HOTTEST 
MIX OF TOP 40, HIP HOP & CLUB ANTHEMS 
ON THE PLANET 
* * NOTE: THIS IS A JMU ONLY EVENT!! 
BRIDCEWATER IDS NO LONGER ACCEPTED* * 
JMU 21 AND OVER - NO COVER 
18 AND OVER- $5 
ARRIVE EARLY LINE BEGINS AT 10PM. 
(COVERS APPLY TO ALL ONCE CAPACITY IS REACHED) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
THE MAINSTREET PARTY LINE 
433-MAIN 
MAINSTREET BAR AND GRILL-153 S. MAIN ST., HARRISONBURC 
CROSSWORD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 7 S 9 10 11 . 1 13 :: 15 16 ,7 
18 I ■20 21 ■ ■■ 
22 23 L 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 ■ 32 
33 ■ 34 35 ■ 36 
37 38| 39 40 
41 42   1   ■ 
44 45   1    ■ 47 48 49 
50 51 52 1 S3 54 55 56 " 58 59 60 61 
ACROSS 
I Scepter topper 
4 One in a suit? 
7 "- Factor" 
II Pinball problem 
I i Canon 
14 New York city 
15 Stravinsky or 
Sikorsky      • 
16 911 responder 
(abbr.) 
17 Cameo stone 
18 Chocolate tree 
20 Cereal selection 
22 Officeholders 
24 Moose feature 
28 Knaves 
32 Tolerate 
33 Speedy steed 
34 "Absolutely" 
36 Works with 
37 Fashion 
39 Authorization 
41 Emerson's 
output 
43 Dress in 
44 Enthusiasm 
46 Amazon x'om 
founder Jeff 
50 Gilligan's home 
S3 Longing 
5J Portrayal 
56 Burn some 
57 - Paulo 
58 Malt-shop order 
59 Evergreens 
60 Frequently 
61 Chaps 
DOWN 
1 Ear-related 
2 LMvia'i capital 
3 United nations' 
4 Rushmore figure 
5 Barbershop item 
6 Additional 
7 Positions of pnont> 
8 A billion years 
9 Grant or Irving 
lOTyrannosaurus- 
12 Pioneers 
19 Inseparable 
21 Literary collection 
23 Pigpen 
25 SaX-pUyiBJ 
Simpson 
26 Paradise- 
27 Everything else 
28 Roses place? 
29 Utters' partners 
30 Beams of light 
31 Tend a tear 
35 Despondent 
38 CBS emblem 
40 Filch 
42 Permission 
45 Symbol on Canada's 
47 Move luisiiK 
48 Shoppe description 
49 Penn or Astin 
30 Gelid 
51 That woman 
52 Matlock's field 
54 "- to WQtiQ ' 
For today's 
answers 
check out 
www. the- 
breeze.org 
NOVEMBER 
"S8 
NVednesda Thursd 
movies 
Friday      Saturday 
«# 
3  4 jnfAk. WAKX 
J0YLUCKCLUB FIMSOnF 
7 pm & 10pm SITH 
•NOTICE!: Nov 2nd-5th 
shows are 7& 10pm 
while shows 
Nov9th-19thare 
7&9:30pm* 
=ft H 
7pm & 9:30 m      I /|j o< y.ju
vlu
^-Lov 
17   18 
Saturday Matinee 
Midnight 
,     . 7pm « 9:30 
No 
Movie 
nOtLine: 540-568-6723 
B
*CKPA 
in CKS 
■ovaii 
r/
»eafre 
Box Office opens a 
half hour 
before showtime 
# 
Univorsity Program Board 
Jamas Madison University 8 
Tickets will NOT be sold 
after the movie starts 
so please arrive before 
the showtime 
Tickets are SZ.50 
ytffHOT 
f,e6popc'o^ 
TICFIT 
XBKP 
COUPON 
I 
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LOVER OF WOMEN, 
l (>\oi EREROf NATIONS 
A modern day 
modest proposal 
■v BOBIV MCMAHON 
fl.MOR  WKITtR 
One issue stands alone as the most divisive in our po- 
litical world today. Local Delegate Matt l.ohr is basing his 
campaign on it. Television hit "The West Wing" devoted an 
entire episode to it. President Bush made grand statements 
to correct it before being bogged down by Iraq and vari- 
ous illegalities. This issue, without question, is the count- 
less numbers of illegal immigrants living on American soil. 
Having unlawfully crossed the border, they take our jobs, 
drain resources from our schools and hospitals, and give 
nothing back to the good ol' U.S. of A. Neither elected of- 
ficials nor political pundits have found a lasting solution 
to this problem, and onlv one proposal will both eliminate 
this drain on our national resources and increase the eco- 
nomic vitality of the United States: We must eat them. 
The systematic and deliberate consumption of illegal 
immigrants as food would strengthen the United States by 
reducing their tremendous drain on public resources and 
bolstering the American economy. Jobs previously held by 
illegal immigrants would instantly open, enabling thou- 
sands of unemployed workers bo enter the job world. The 
government would join with the business sector to invest 
millions of dollars in the infrastructure necessary to cap- 
ture and cook the illegals for public consumption, thereby 
creating as manv as a million new |obs and providing a 
healthy, low-cost food source for low-income families. The 
fiscal needs of Medicare, Medicaid, and welfare programs 
would drop, allowing the government to pay off billions in 
foreign debt and invest in education. Social Security, and 
National Defense. Funds spent on border patrol and home- 
land security would also drastically drop, as the risk of be- 
ing eaten would greatly deter potential illegal immigrants 
in their home countries from crossing the U.S. line. 
It is noteworthy to mention that illegal immigrants by 
their very nature are extremely delicious. Oue to the often ar- 
duous journev to reach American soil, the illegal immigrant 
rossesses supple skin and lean muscle, creating a tender and 
licy meal that is low in tat and cholesterol. The varieties 
of illegal immigrant are all pleasing to the palate, allowing 
connoisseurs to choose the variety of illegal that suits them 
the best. For example, Canadians are the sweetest immigrant 
group because of the large amount (almost 2 kilograms per 
day) of pure maple syrup that they consume, while Italians 
•re by far the oiliest because of the high olive content of 
their diets. Immigrants from China not only provide a good 
source of protein but also make the consumer better in math. 
Mexicans and other immigrants of Hispanic descent are at 
trieir best when cooked in a green sauce of avocado, pico 
de gallo and cornstarch, and served with your choice of rice 
or beans. Regardless of which variety you choose to cook, 
dishes containing illegals are always a scrumptious addition 
l*i *ny mt-al, .\nd your, ttn-nds and parly KUMta will compti- 
rwnlvouimyoui mMtCfful CuUnan lkllb. 
While some may KOA .it this idea, thev should remind 
themselves that if Americans were not meant to eat the 
illegal immigrants, then the illegal immigrants would not 
be so damn delicious. Illegal immigrants consume mil- 
lions of taxpayer dollars each year, and public officials 
and citizens alike need to enact a program that will effec- 
tively deal with this important issue. The sooner Ameri- 
cans begin looking at illegal immigrants as food rather 
than people, the sooner this country can start down the 
road to increased prosperity. Remember, dear reader, that 
hundreds of sound plans exist to deal with the illegal im- 
migrant problem, and this is itself only one modest pro- 
posal. Take this pfopOMl with a grain of salt, a grain that 
could be used to flavor a delicious immigrant. 
Bobby McMahon is a ttnior political science major, and 
disagrees with 'hose who say the Irish taste like potatoes and 
ClIfflMN. 
HOUSE EDITORIAL 
Apathetic students a tradition at JMU 
Traditions arc repeats: the purposeful replication of an 
event or action at consistent intervals. Tradition is benev- 
olent sameness. 
What are the big JMU traditions? There is the annual 
"try not to get arrested block party" and there is Home- 
coming. Oh, and don't forget cheese for all meals and des- 
sert on Thursdays at D-hall. 
Then, there are the smaller traditions — the tunnel- 
seekings, nude sprints and dealings with Newman Lake, 
both frozen and thawed. 
The sad fact is that even the traditions we have in place 
do not receive full campus support. Students on planning 
committees spend hours of their already-busy schedules 
planning events only to present the event to an apathetic 
campus that put forth so much effort into wrestling away a 
Purple Out shirt or tailgating to even notice anything else. 
So much is taken for granted and therefore brushed 
off. Students are short-sighted and walk around with pre- 
conceived notions that an event will not be fun, or it will 
be too crowded to attend. It is not a problem when one 
person thinks that, but when thousands write it off before 
it begins, they kill the experience for everyone else. 
Then there are those that attend, but do nothing but 
complain. This is on par with not going, and may even be 
worse, as it ruins the experience of those who are excited 
to be attending. 
The solution is the creation of new traditions. The cur- 
rent overly connected communication system in place 
should aid the conception of new events. 
Though students are geographically more spread out 
than in the past, the Internet, as well as old-fashioned 
word of mouth, could certainly give a heads up to eager 
students awaiting the foundation of something new. 
Tradition works in the present and helps in the future. 
While taking part, you can meet new people and be a part 
of something you will remember for the rest of your life. 
Everyone needs a healthy stable of stories about their time 
in college, and now is the time to create them. 
*fc 
v
 V E-mail dart* and pats to breezedp'a Hotmail torn. Darts & Pan are submitted 0MQ 
moustv and printed on a spate a\ ailabie 
basis Submisuons are based upon imt 
persons itpinum of a KIIM situation. 
person or event and do not necessarih 
reflect the truth 
An Tm-sorry-I-missed-that-neon-yel- 
low-wet-fioor-sign" pat to Dining Services for 
placing a talking, motion-sensored sign in the 
middle of Festival. 
From a girl in the salad line who was distract- 
ed due to everyone cracking up from a friendly re- 
minder that the poor MM damp. 
An "lf-only-your-boyfriend-knew" dart to 
my roommate who farts 24/7 and stinks up 
the room like nothing I've ever smelled. 
From the disgusted roommate who wishes you 
would take Gas-X so that I tvouldn't have to hear 
and smell you when you're sleeping 
An "I'm-glad-lht'-parking-lol-is-flat" pat 
to the JVU maintenance worker in the or- 
ange tractor for leveling the Grace Street 
parking lot. 
From a SUV-drwmg student that was sur- 
prised he didn I have to put it into 4WD again just 
to park in the morning 
A "respect-me-because-I'm-bigger" dart to 
the squirrel who dropped one of those huge 
green things on my head standing at the cross- 
walk on East Grace and South Main Streets. 
From a junior who didn't appreciate the morn- 
ing wake-up call and green stuff on my head. 
An "I-love-you-man" pat to the loving se- 
nior girl in the Hillside lab who let me borrow 
her FLEX at I a.m. 
From a thankful sophomore who wishes there 
were more generous people like you on campus. 
A "judge-your-own-wardrobe" dart to the 
girl in my class who made a scene by verbally 
criticizing our professor for wearing an Aber- 
crombie & Fitch sweatshirt, saying they're a 
r.i.isi company and then later showed up to 
class in a Hollister sweatshirt. 
From an informed senior girl who knows thut 
A&F and Hollister are the same company, and 
thinks you should point your fudging finger back 
at yourself. 
A "you-made-our-v\ail-more-entertaining" 
pat to the guys at Godwin bus stop reenacting 
a scene from "Dodgeball" in the street. 
From a junior girl who loved feeling like she 
was on a movie set. 
A "hnd-a-dark-corner-next-time" dart to 
the couple making out and feeling each other 
up on the beanbag chairs near Festival. 
From a disgusted junior who wishes you would 
remove yourself from blocking her view of the big 
TV the next time you feel frisky after lunch 
On THE WIRE 
U.S. shouldn't rush technology 
In the futuristic movie "Cattaca," U.S. 
citizens were tracked via fingerprint and 
ins scans to verify identification. We're no 
longer in 1997; this is the future, and it ap- 
pears the film's projections weren't that far 
off base. 
A rule published by the Bush adminis- 
tration in the Federal Register on Feb. 18, 
allows for the incorporation of electronic 
chips into passports to monitor interna- 
tional travel. 
Effective this past Tuesday, RIN 1400- 
AB93 calls for all new passports issued in 
the United States to contain the chip. How- 
ever, the department does not intend to be- 
gin the pilot program, designed for use by 
government officials and diplomats, until 
December. If all goes well, the chips will go 
into widespread use by early 2006. 
rht radio frequency ID (RFID) chips 
will enable airport security officials to ac- 
cess sensitive identification information, 
including a digitized photograph and the 
nationality of the holder, simply by running 
a scanner over the face of the passport. 
But border security officials aren't the 
only ones able to access the information from 
afar, posing a significant opportunity for 
anyone with a handheld scanning device. 
The information to be encoded in the 
chip currently does not contain Social Se- 
curity numbers or home addresses, but 
the government is considering adding fin- 
gerprint and iris scans to the documents 
at a later date, which would aid identity 
theives. 
Concerned citizens have also raised the 
issue of terrorist attacks resulting from the 
chips. They claim that having the nationality 
of the citizen encoded in the chip could pro- 
voke more attacks outside of U.S. borders, 
as terrorists would be able to easily verify a 
person's citizenship via the encryption. 
While the need for increased security 
is certainly justified, the U.S. State Depart- 
by installing antiscanning material into the 
front cover of the passports. While tests 
have found this measure to be somewhat 
effective while the document is closed, 
there is no protection in place for instances 
in which the passport is open. Addition- 
ally, high-powered scanners with the ca- 
pability of reading the information for up 
to 160 feel away have not been thoroughly 
tested against the deterrent. 
It is important to note that the measure 
has not been implemented recklessly; the 
initial introduction date was pushed back 
one year to allow for further security test- 
ing. And the United States certainly isn't 
alone in its venture Australia adopted a 
similar upgrade Tuesday, and Great Brit- 
ain, India, South Africa and many of the 
world's developed countries are looking 
into similar technology, as part of the glob- 
al push for greater document authenticity. 
But before the airports become flooded 
with digitized passports, the system needs 
some major tweaking. While administra- 
tion officials have announced plans to in- 
corporate cryptographic keys inside the 
chips to control when and to whom the 
contents are divulged, computer experts 
say the method is not sufficiently secure 
for the long haul. 
Burt Kaliski, a cryptology expert and 
chief scientist of RSA Security, has already 
issued a warning to governments world- 
wide that digitization of the passports will 
have to continue to evolve over time as 
technology improves. 
It's important not to just stop with release 
number one,'' he said, citing the chip as a long- 
term challenge to the security industry. 
On the whole, the new technology is a 
solid step forward for national security; it 
deters document falsification and strength- 
ens border control. 
But even though passports are right- 
fully going high tech,  national security 
ment shouldn't let haste overshadow pri-    should not be strengthened at the expense 
vacy concerns. of U.S. citizens. 
The Bush administration said it has ad- 
dressed the issue of unauthorized KCNi 
This sin// editorial originally appeared 
the University of Texas'* Daily Texan. 
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Voting sends a message 
The recent visit by Tim Kaine hopefully put 
the Virginia governor's race in perspective. It 
is time to hold the Republican Party account- 
able for the recent downward spiral this coun- 
try has taken. From the bungled war in Iraq, 
to the invasion of privacy and assault on civil 
liberties, to the outrageous lack of response to 
Hurricane Katrina; the time has come to send 
them a message. 
Although 2005 is an "off year" for elec- 
tions, the governor's races in both Virginia 
and New Jersey are of utmost importance. 
Victories by both Tim Kaine and Jon Corzine 
would be referendums on the management of 
our government since the 2004 election and 
set a major tone for the 2006 mid-term elec- 
tions. My fellow JMU students from Virginia 
and New Jersey, I implore you; please vote 
and send a message that we demand a new 
direction for America. 
Jacob Thielen, junior 
political science major 
Cell phones overused 
Cell phones exist every place you look. You 
walk to class. Cell phones. You walk around 
campus. Cell phones. You avoid a near-car 
crash. Cell phones. So I pose the following 
question — does anyone with a mind that re- 
spects privacy believe that there should be a 
safe haven from these phones? 
Hey, I'm sure you're out there. Maybe even 
talking on a cell phone of your own right now. 
Well, I work in the basement of the library, 
where luckily, cell phone reception is hard 
to come by. So I can't hear you. When I'm 
at work down there, I am rarely bothered by 
overhearing someone else's baseless and un- 
important conversation. I consider this to be 
one of the joys of my life. 
I've come to develop warm feelings for the 
library in mv years at James Madison. I like 
to think of the library as a place where I can 
concentrate and focus on what I've got to get 
done. A place to even gather the most unaca- 
demic of thoughts. 
But not one thought can be gathered, aca- 
demic or not, when people jab away on their 
phones. The library has a policy: Turn the 
things on vibrate, and answer them in the 
halls, or don't answer them at all. But the kids 
just don't seem to want to respect this policy. 
Nor does the library do a good job of enforc- 
ing this policy. 
I would absolutely love to impose some 
sort of draconian measure here, but I would be 
content in settling for the following. Not one 
single phone call allowed once you've entered 
the library. After all, if the phone call is that 
important, it isn't that difficult to walk out- 
side and talk your heart away. And if someone 
does happen to catch you amidst your petty 
conversation, that the library strap on a set 
and kick you out of the library. 
If you agree with me, please contact the 
necessary library directors and request that 
the necessary changes be made. Tnank you 
so kindly. 
Zack de Piero, senior 
international affairs major 
Editorial policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions published 
in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. 
Letters should be no longer than 250 words. 
must include a phone number for verification 
and can be e-mailed to breezeopinion@hotmail. 
com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl, Anthony- 
Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg. VA 22807. The 
Hreeze reserves the right to edit all submissions 
for length or grammatical style. 
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the 
editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily 
the opinion of any individual staff member of The 
Breeze 
Editorial Board: 
Nathan Chiantella, editor in chief 
Khsten Green, managing editor 
Molly Little, opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily 
lellent the opinion of l/»r newtpapei, I/II> >laf(. 
lames Madison University 
THE [NKWEI 
2006 Extern Opportunities 
Bon Secours Richmond Health System 
Richmond, Virginia 
Bon Secours Richmond Health System otters selected nursing students the 
opportunity to gain clinical competence and ease the transition tram student to 
professional through a Nursng Externship. Externs are assigned to experienced 
Registered Nurse preceptors and participate in a number of clinical experiences 
and special seminars designed to enhance clinical practice. Externs are assigned 
to areas that match their personal interests in one ol the tour Bon Secours 
Richmond Health System Hospitals 
The Bon Secours Richmond Health System Nurse Externship Program is a full- 
time, summer program, with the choice of three summer sessions. 
Session I runs from May 8 - June 30.2006. 
Session I runs from July 5 -August 25.2006 
Session M runs from July 5 - August IB, 2006 and is designed for those stu- 
dents who need to return to college in late August. 
The application deadline for all sessions is January 13, 2006. Notification of 
acceptance w« be made by March 31.2006. 
For application informatxjn, please visit the Bon Secours Rehmond 
Health System website: www.bonsecoura.com, or contact 
Susan Bodin, MEd, RN, at (804) 627-5301. Sr 
BON SECOURS 
RICHMOND HEALTH SYSTEM tor S«ce>«i HMm Sytwn 
ST. MARY'S   ••■   MIMOHIAl HICIONAl   f   RICHMOND COMMUNITY   ■*" SI   I KAV IS 
-- - —■— * - - ----'•'       ».*.** 
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U of R   "// just wasn V meant to be for us."   JMU 
18 — JMU football coach Mickey Matthews 15 
Dukes fumble Homecoming 
Dukes back on 
road to face 
W&MSaturday 
■> MATTHEW SIOSS 
SPORT> 11 
The JMU football team ar- 
rived for Homecoming after a 
two-week road trip for a date 
with the I mwrsiiv of Richmond 
with jusl about everything on the 
line: its pUyofl Spot its chance to 
defend its DfvUofl l-AA national 
championship — essentially the 
whole season. 
So in response, the Pukes 
played what was perhaps the 
most uninspired name of football 
in recant memon 
"I'm  ven   embvnMNd   bj 
how we played," JMU football 
*'.i. h Mickey Matthews said 
It's the most embarrassed I've 
been in seven peers.' 
I iu\ fumbled live times and 
lost tWO ot them. I hev missed a 
42-yard field goal and had a punt 
blocked. As a result,  the Pukes 
(4-12-3A-10) not only lost 18-15 
tor their third-consecutive Atlan- 
tic 10defeat but also lost out on a 
pUyofl spot and the opportunity 
to defend their title 
It sucks/' |MU sophomore 
tree satet\ Ibny LoZorte said. 
"There's not too man\ things vou 
can do." 
And it doesn't get any better 
tor the Pukes \e\t week, they're 
back on the road to face yet an 
other A-10 opponent in the Col- 
lege ot William & Mary, which is 
S-2 overall and both losses have 
been in conference — the most 
recent came Saturdav when the 
Inbe tell 35-21 to Villanova Uni- 
venit) 
rte game, it the beginning 
m betoR IMV  w« eUird- 
neted from postseason consider- 
ation, was pegged as the match- 
up of the vear, hilled as round 
two ''I I growing rivalry fueled 
by William it Mary's last-minute 
victor] In Hamsonburg Nov. 13, 
2(KMand [Ml s win LnWUluuns- 
burg Pe,  in to bounce the inbe 
from the plavoffs 
Now, the game is between a 
four-loss Madison team near rock 
bottom alter losing three straight 
to conference opponents and i 
William & Mary team in the same 
position |\u used to be in before 
falling to the Spiders is-v M) 
— playing tor its livelihood 
It' disappointing; eyenone 
wants   to   repeat:     (Ml    junior 
see Fl'MBlJi. page 10 
PHOTOS BY AMY PATFJtSON'/i»W> editor 
Top: JMU quarterback Justin Rascati gets hit 
Just after he releases the ball. Bottom: The 
Dukes vie to recover their own fumble. Right: 
JMU wide reclever Tahlr Hinds gets acrobatic 
in an effort to haul in a touchdown pass. 
Football team 
eliminated from 
postseason 
BY MEAGAN MIIIAIMJ 
issanm sfcerstofTos 
Very disappointing — that was 
the only way to describe JMU's 
18-15 Homecoming loss to the 
University erf Richmond Saturday 
afternoon, which extinguished any 
hopes the IXikes had of defending 
their national championship. 
It's i different group than last 
year," Matthew BSSM. It just wasn't 
meant to be tor us." 
Regardless ul what was "meant 
to be," the Dukcsdid nothing to help 
their cause. In    
four lS-minute    Football 
BUS   Saturday 
over in the red   U of R       18 
zone,      threw   JMU 15 
an     intercep- 
tion, missed a field goal, had a punt 
blocked and fumbled a punt. 
While the game's ending had 
the making of a come-from-behind 
victory, it didn't happen. With 1:17 
left, the Dukes had the ball on their 
own 30. Junior quarterback Justin 
Rascati completed a pass to senior 
wide receiver P.P. Bin lev to give 
JMU a first down. 
On the same play, senior All- 
Amencan offensive lineman Matt 
Magerko was called for a personal 
foul for a late hit. That pushed the 
Dukes back to their own 28-yard 
line. 
During the next play, Rascab 
completed a 19-yard pass to senior 
wide receiver Tahir Hinds to give 
the Dukes another first down. Two 
plays later, Rascab scrambled for 19 
yards and earned what would be 
the final first down of the game 
With nine seconds lelt at Rich- 
mond's 34-yard line, Rascati scram- 
bled and tried to get out of bounds 
to stop the dock, but was tripped 
up. As the clock ticked down the fi- 
nal seconds of the game, the I>ukes 
weren't able to get into formabon to 
spike the ball one more time. 
Time ran out and everything 
was over 
While time may have run out 
too fast for Madison, the last minute 
seemed like eternity for the Spiders. 
"I was WORled they were go» 
mg to kick in daylight savings 
time early," Richmond coach Dave 
Clawsonsaid. 
But that didn't happen. What 
did happen was the three hours 
previous to that last minute of play 
set LOSS, page 10 
Hofstra bests Madison   Dukes pull out OT win 
Men's soccer 
drops CAA 
contest Friday 
Association. 
Playing in their third-straight 
overtime game, the Dukes seemed 
to regain some control in the 
second half after the Pride domi- 
nated the game's first 45 minutes. 
But with 6:42    __ 
Ml  jAMI.s IKWIS 
HMO 
Hofstra University midfielder 
Arman Osooh pmbablv didn't 
plan it this way, but he picked a 
neck of a time to BOOM his first 
goal of the season. 
With  the temperature drop- 
Eing and a potential hrst-n>und 
ye in the conference tournament 
on the line, Osooli km>cked home 
I n-txiund past JMU junior goal- 
keeper Kevin  Irapp to give the 
rMcto(ll-4-Z6-2-l)a HI win over 
the Pukes (9-5-Z 5 3 ll and put 
Hofstra in sole possession ol sec- 
ond place in tin- ( olonial Athletic 
CAROLYN WAJ H K 
uiuor phmosrapher 
JMU midfielder Tristan Murray 
goes for the ball amid a 
crowd of Hofstra defenders. 
The Pride beat the Dukes 
1-0 Friday at JMU Soccer 
Complex. 
Men's 
Soccer 
Friday 
Hofslra 
JMU 
left in over- 
time, Hofj 
tra   forward 
(V instant inns 
t hnstoiulias 
made a quick 
move on the 
sideline   and 
rolk-d a shot to Trapp's left Irapp 
slipped and got a hand on the ball 
to deflect it but was still on the 
ground when Osooli buned the 
rebound into the back of the net. 
Hofstra's bench exploded onto 
the field as the Dukes weanly 
walked off it. 
"I didn't get a good step on 
it.'   Irapp said of the initial shot 
"I slipped, didn't get a good dive, 
and I could only get one hand on 
it. It wasn't enough. I gave up a 
second ball and that was that.'' 
Trapp might have taken the 
fall for the game-winner, but JMU 
senior defensive back Danny 
Shendan said the Dukes wen? 
lucky to get to overtime. JMU 
was out-shot 194 for the game 
and was out-hustled from the first 
whistle 
"We were getting outworked 
all over the fteid," Shendan said 
"This team is good because they 
outwork opponents and for the 
past two years they outworked 
us. We knew it was coming, and 
we just didn't show up." 
Soli the Dukes nearly stole a 
win in the second half when fresh- 
man midfielder Nick Zimmerman 
got off a pair of shots on Hofstra 
SA?ffr>£,nse/10 
Field hockey 
drops Huskies 
at home Sunday 
io JAMFS IRWIN 
iwnni 
JMU field hockey coach 
Antoinette LuCBJ called it the 
H in the Pukes had been look- 
ing for all season, and with the 
conference tournament open- 
ing next week, JMU's 3-2 vic- 
tory over Northeastern Uni- 
versity couldn't have come at 
s better tune. 
"It feels great to knock off 
a top team like Northeastern, 
and what a way to end the 
seasoa" Lucas said. "We beat 
a very good team in overtime 
today, and we hadn't done 
that ven often this year" 
In their five previous over- 
time games this season, the 
Pukes were 1-4, including 
losses to No. b Michigan State 
and No. 5 Duke University. 
But in Sunday's season finals 
against the Huskies, JMU got 
the goal it needed when soph- 
omore forward Amy DeCecco 
set up a penalty corner. Junior 
midfielder  BailUs  vertfeld's 
ensuing chip shut snuck past 
Northeastern goalkeeper Col- 
leen Duffy with H:(ll left in 
sudden death, sending the 
Dukes piling onto the held in 
celebration. 
"I think we held our pa- 
Field 
Hockey 
Sunday 
tience in the back and defended 
well and when you get your 
defense down, your offense fol- 
lows,"   Vers-   _ 
feld said. "If 
was   a   nice 
ball to Amy, 
who ran with 
it. It was pret- 
ty   close   on 
her shot, but 
if  was good 
t< • get a corner from there." 
Playing without their leading 
goal scorer — freshman midfielder 
Ashley WalLs, who broke a bone in 
her hand last week — JMU opened 
the second half with two quick 
NU 
JMU 
goals against Duffy to take a 2-0 
lead with 3(K)8 left in the game. 
The lead was short-lived. 
After ■ Northeastern timeout. 
the Huskies regrouped, getting 
goals fnim forwards Whitney 
Shean and Stephanie 1 Mptr to 
tie the game at two with 24:27 
remaining. 
IV i.ilk about that .ill the 
time," I UCM Mid ni giving up 
goals  alter  taking a  lead    "It's 
juM being game-smart and keep- 
ing the Kill, luloi our end for the 
first five mlnuta alter we score. 
We didn't do that." 
m WIN. page W 
F.VIN SHOAI' nfa ,*.,„„„,,/,„ 
The JMU field hockey team pulled out an overtime win over 
CAA foe Northeaatem Sunday afternoon. 
I 
A&E Clile While, fcditor Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor brrczearlstflh(ilmail.com arts & entertainment 
Supergrass's 
fifth record 
makes music 
lovers happy 
Supergrass, a Beatles-esque 
British pop band, apparently has 
yet to disappoint. The New York 
Post, in September, called their lat- 
est album. Road lo Rouen, "compli- 
cated and fun," which couldn't be 
more accurate. 
The CD starts out like the begin- 
ning of an independent film — it's 
interesting without being too over- 
bearing. There isn't even singing 
until two minutes in. 
Each song has a new and differ- 
ent quirk to it that's not in the MM 
before. For instance, "Sad Girl" 
is every ex-girlfriend's anthem, 
'Row" has a triumphant sound 
and the background beat of "Cof- 
tee in the Pot" sounds like the end- 
ing number from "Chicago," only a 
little less orchestral. Track 8, "Low 
C," however, is the track that will 
make you fall in love with their 
rock solid sound. 
Holsopple 
sounds like a 
kid in a 
candy store 
In theory, Cina Holsopple's fifth 
album, Dropof Water, is .1 KCHKI IdM. 
But it's one of those things that 
would just be better left alone. 
In addition to the fact that she 
sounds like she's been given the 
keys to the recording studio and is 
playing around without parental 
supervision, Holsopple's lyrics are 
also juvenile. 
The CD starts out with a catchy 
acoustic guitar that gets listeners 
excited to listen for what's next. But 
then Holsopple sings. It's not quite 
tike nails on a chalkboard, but if she 
goes any higher than middle C, she 
loses her edge. 
At first, you kind of think her 
"thing" is to be off-beat, with her 
imperfect vocals and off-key notes. 
Some people can get away with that 
kind of thing. But she really can't. 
Her one saving grace is Matt 
Wood, who supports her unstable 
music with a pitch-perfect bass. He 
lends an actual musical quality to 
her album that she obviously can't 
handle on her own. 
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how to: build a vintage 
wardrobe 
(because 'vintage' sounds better than found in a basement and smells like old people') 
■Y CAITI WHITF 
A&E EDITOR 
As an avid trend watcher, I 
sometimes get a little discour- 
aged while shopping — and 
with what they pay at The 
Breeze and where we live, that's 
no surprise. So getting thnltv 
is the key to your sun I 
by "thnfty," I of course mean 
thrift store shopping. 
Though admittedly not fa- 
mous lor its clothing venin'v 
Harrisonburg has a surpns- 
ing abundance of places to get 
cheap vintage clothes. You've 
got your two Goodwills, vour 
Mercy House, your Granny 
Longlegs and your Gift & Thrift, 
but the question is: Once you get 
there, what do you look fof m 
the racks stuffed with strangers' 
old things? Hopefully these tips 
will help. And teel free to take a 
cue (rum the pictures above. 
If you're apprehensive 
about   turning   your   dressers 
inside out and starting your 
secondhand wardrobe from 
scratch, ease into this new life- 
style slowly. Start by mixing in 
a lovely beaded sweater with 
some jeans and funky shoes. 
Beaded sweaters, obviously, 
will be a little harder to find in 
your local Goodwill, but they're 
a cinch to find online — try vin- 
tagevixen.com: it's a little pricier 
than what you'll have to pay 
in a thnft store, but still decent 
for the timeless piece you're 
getting. Another good way to 
slowly integrate a vintage piece 
into your ensemble is to add 
in a fancy purse. It may only 
hold your cell phone and a few 
bucks, but think of it this way 
— the person who used to own 
your  new   fabulous  accessory 
Crobably only used it to house 
IT lipstick and a hankie. There, 
didn't   this   whole   expenence 
just get a little more endearing? 
If you're feeling really am- 
bitious, a vintage coat is a great 
way to literally be covered in 
head-to-toe thriftiness. An A- 
line shape — which actually 
looks a big "A" when you put it 
on — is flattering for most body 
types, so try to find one that fits 
this description. If you're look- 
ing to go with a texture and pat- 
tern that looks modern — even 
though that really isn't the 
point of buying vintage pieces 
— the trench coat is always 
classic, and belted coats also are 
en vogue. 
If you just can't get enough 
vintage and want to be trie 
talk of the town — and you 
definitely will be, since, again, 
Harrisonburg isn't known tor 
its fashionistas — try wearing 
a fancy retro dress under your 
new coat with a beaded purse. 
It's a little crazy, but it can be 
dune. Still, this is something to 
aspire to, so don't try it until 
you feel absolutely comfortable 
wearing other people's cast-off. 
thrift store clothes. 
for the guys Sorry, gentlemen. For you it's a little less complicated. A graphic 
T-shirt (which is hard to find in thrift stores, but can be found online at monstervin- 
tage.com) under a track jacket or under a tweed blazer is a cool look, if you're into 
that sort of thing. 
Yeah, but should I buy it? 
Shopping for vintage clothing can be 
tricks. Once you're in the store, some 
sort of magical spell washes over you 
and instantly you're feeling crazy — like 
you really could pull off something 
made entirety of polyester. Don't get 
carried away. 
Think about where you'll wear it, what 
people will say, and, most importantly, 
how it makes you feel when you have it 
on. Does it enhance your personal style? 
Or does it make your roommates recon- 
sider your friendship? Whatever the 
case, make sure to take .1 breath and ask 
yourself the following questions 
Does it fit you? lust as if vou were 
shopping at Gap, you wouldn't buy a 
sweater in XL if that were the only one 
left, even if you are totally obsessed w ith 
it. But, if you can't live without it think 
about having it altered. 
Is that smell permanent? Most likely 
the answer to this question will be no. It 
only smells because it's surrounded by 
lots of other pieces that also smell. Once 
you have it dry-cleaned and hanging in 
your closet, the problem will more than 
likelv be solved, so don't let that deter 
you from buying something you love. 
Is it something that you probably can't 
find in every thrift store in the country? 
II ves, buy it, buy it, buy it! You never 
know — it could be a lot more valuable 
than you think. FMhion-era.com can help 
you decipher the value of your new vin- 
tage piece. 
READ THE BREEZE! 
P«n..U 
IS..L M.> 
I   'r ■     • |s 
M.iMH.t.l' s 
TUTWILER 
VIRGINIA 
COUNTRY 
STORE I r*'%< 1 vi s 
Soup Mix 
Siinip 
I   o||ir N ll'.l 
Byrd Mil 
Pasta Valente 
Chile Man 
Shawnee Springs 
Blue Crab Bay 
Old* Shenandoah 
Graves' Mountain 
Woodpecker Farms 
Golden Angels 
Route 11 
Purely American 
and others. 
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm 
Tom Tulwller, Owner     540.434.4334 124 S. Main St. 
5 HIRING FOB Sta SEASON December through March Massanutten Resort 
Nov. taking applications lor I ill Attendant!, Tuning I'.uk 
Attendants, Rental shop Attendants. Inatnieton, 9am 
Groomed (Heavy   Equipment Operatora), Cashier*, and 
Telephone Operators. Miring lor day, night, full-time, 
part-time and weekends. 
SKI FREE 
FREE Midweek & night skiing, rental equipment, and 
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule. 
Stop by the Ski Office M-F. 9:00am ■ 4:30pm 
to fill out an application. 
For More Information: 
289-4954 C\ 
OR 
800-207-MASS M\SS\\l ITI.S 
plitxm b> AMY FVWEHSON'/i*.*. ot» 
trai+i,. In l-AUREN MfKiurf ,lur, im 
ABOVE LEFT: Our model has integrated a beaded sweater 
Into her outfit. With jeans and some heels the outfit almost 
looks modem — even though thot's not the point of wear- 
ing vintage clothing. 
ABOVE MIDDLE: For a dressier vintage look, a foncy dress 
Is great tor a night out to dinner, If you want to outshine 
the company. 
ABOVE RIGHT: A tweed Mazer — which Is also appropriate 
for guys — goes perfectly with Jeans and a beaded purse. 
Yeah, but where do I go 
to get this stuff? 
Mercy House Thrift Store (247 NM Si): 
With an ■xtanotve coUactton «>t dothss, lurniUire and 
houscwarc. alike, Mercv House is ,i e,reat plan' to discover 
vintage treasures 
Gift4tThrift(731 Ml Clinton PSfar) 
i vary dajt Gift & rhnit has ■ special "color." H the price 
la); ol v.mr item is this color, vou pay half price. 
Goodwill Industries (2475 S. MtfH Si.. 1740 E. Market St.): 
I hen was so much vintage caetaffa tai Harriaonbui£ they 
had to ensile hvo GoodwIUa. II vou've never been here, save 
ihis ior a daj whan you'ie feetine naDy MnbitJouf 
Granny Longlegs do S Mum 51 >. 
Be sure to cheek OUl the hack loom when you'd here 
— that's where thev keep the capedaU) tackv (and l.ihulous! I 
finds. 
Tried and True (M»J Untomth) B/frf): 
I hough new. (his thrift Mora packs a \ arict\ i>i items in 
the clothing, home, and travel department-. 
L 'Idee 
1/ Mill TICS A fjK.VErOf.OCI 
Complete Office Gynecology 
• birth control planning & morning after 
•i>,i|) smear evaluation A ireatmenti 
•« omptete gynecotogk .»i exaim 
• sin testing 
Other Services 
• ipa produi ts 
• ,K ne Ireatmenti 
• laiei hall redt* lion 
mineral make-up b) coloresi lence* 
weight lou/cellulltecontrol • 
skin disorder treatments • 
"It's Your Life and 
It Sure Looks Good!" 
Call (540) 437-1296 
1992 Morlic.il Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
\ 
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Halloween spirit 
hits Harrisonburg 
■v JILL YAWOVSKI 
IOM1 \KT A&Z LDtTOK 
A princess, a ghost Spider-Man and a skunk 
were just a few of the tnck-or-treaters at Halloween 
on the Square Saturday in downtown Harrison- 
burg. Shops and restaurants opened their doors to 
kids of all ages to kick off the Halloween spirit. 
In between grabbing handfuls of candv and 
dancing to music supplied by an Elvis imper- 
sonator, people could decorate pumpkins at the 
Harrisonburg Farmers Market or participate in 
a beanbag toss competition. Kids were invited 
to create a make-it-and-take-it craft at Oasis Gal- 
lery and hear a spook-tacular tale at Court Square 
Theater. A mini-parade around the Courthouse in 
the afternoon allowed everyone to show off their 
wicked costumes. 
"My favorite part of today, besides the candy, 
is getting to walk around downtown with your 
friends," said Chaz Williams, 10, a student at Wa- 
terman Elementary School. Williams, whose hair 
was spray-painted pink for the festival, was at- 
tempting to get a piece of candy from every store 
partaking in the celebrations. 
Susan Spitzer, the owner of A Touch of the 
Earth on East Market Street has been opening 
her doors to trick-or-treaters for Halloween on the 
Square for four years. Trick-or-treaters were wel- 
comed into her shop with a sign that read "Stop in 
for a Treat that's Sweet!" 
Sitzer handed out tiny packages of candy to 
o entered her store that she assembled dur- 
ing the last World Series game. 
"I'm anticipating about 80 kids throughout the 
day," Spitzer said. "I love seeing the kids all dressed 
EVAN DY SOW senior photographer 
TOP: Nooriya Storm and her mom enjoy the 
festivities of downtown at Halloween on the 
Square. 
BOTTOM: Arabella Bunn, 1, participates In 
the parade on Saturday. 
up in their Hallowtvn QMtUflMf.    Ihrv 'rv so cre- 
ative and it puts me in the 1 ialloween mood." 
IXiwntown Harrisonburg welcomes people 
of all ages to participate in the activities. You can 
find out more about future events at downtownhar- 
risonburg.org or call (540) 432-8922. 
0 
FOOTBALL SPECIAL!! 
fll/2 PRICE APPETIZERS 
SUNDAY 8PM CLOSE 
M0RD«r 9PM-CL0SE 
44tVs\H 
% 
CHARLIE'S Cheeseburgers 
and side 
$2.50 EVERY TUESDAY! 
HI UNIVERSITY BLVD    57H-HAMS 
A, Pattport EvMtt 
'6<P0\rJlN6i UV Kb\M' 
"Duchin Pate f\ 
MTV nevt» member 'SutViui Pifc will tpeafc on growing up Atlan in 
America and the challenge* and impact of recognising her identity. 
Nov. I 9 lvw\ - 6IPAFTON-STOVW.L TrieATTte - Fpce 
r\MA ON THe .COMMONS - Nov. I to * 
AbU wl be on tie common* from Warn to 2pm to rane awareneae of Acian culture, IHUU 
th* 3TDY UlCJf: CULK> - Nov. % and 3 
M>U and UTB pre&enl the film adaptation of Am* Tan* critically acclaimed novel. 
Nov. % and * # 7 and 10pm in 6<rafton-f>tovall Theatre. 
Pa%«|Mirt 
Kvenl! 
AS>U PF-eseNTS 
Culture Shovi 
The A*ian Student Union will tpontor an Asian Culture Show ♦• 
exhibit the diversity of different Aeian cultur**. 
Nov. 5 9 U:30?M - WILSON HALL rVioiTowuM - Fiiee 
ASIAN 
AWARENESS 
NOVEMBER.-!-5 
for more information: wnwjmu edu/multiculturjl or orgjmu rdu/ini 
LOSS: Spiders knock Dukes out 
LOSS, from page 8 
and at 6:12 p.m. Saturday, Oct 29, 
it was over, the game, the playoff 
hopes, the chance to defend a na- 
tional championship. 
"Offensively we turned it over 
too much, I had two fumbles my- 
self," Rascati said. "Sometimes you 
have to learn the hard way." 
And that is exactly what the 
Dukes will have to do. Learn the 
hard way. 
Matthews said it was hard to 
pick out the one thing that caused 
Madison to lose their third-straight 
game and fourth of the season. 
In addition to the turnovers and 
mistakes, JMU burned their three 
second-half timeouts in the third 
quarter, and when it came down 
to the final plays of the game, they 
had no timeouts to stop the clock- 
Along with poor clock man- 
agement and a mistake-ndden 
game, JMU's play was garnered by 
another factor Richmond's quar- 
terback Stacy Tutt 
The Moot-2, 235-pound senior 
had 63 yards rushing and passed 
for 103 yards. Richmond amassed 
307 total offensive yards against 
JMU's defense, which was previ- 
ously ranked second in the league. 
"Stacy Tutt is the best offensive 
player in the league," Matthews said. 
"We just couldn't tackle the guy." 
I Ml wasn't able to stop Tutt 
or Richmond, and the Spiders left 
Harrisonbuig as the new "hot- 
test" team in the Atlantic 10, and 
extended their winning streak to 
four games. 
If s a lot of fun when we win, 
and thafs what we've been do- 
ing," Tutt said. 
Winning is not something JMU 
has been doing lately. However, 
while the loss is disappointing the 
Dukes can still finish out the sea- 
son with a winning record. 
"We have to get out there and 
fight" Rascati said. "If you can't 
get excited and prepare, then you 
shouldn't be playing football. 
"I think our team will bounce 
beck; we still are champions, and 
we need to play like that." 
UofR 
JMU 
0396 — 18 
0708—15 
Passing: UR — Stacy Tutt 9-19-1 0 
103; JMU — Justin Rascati 18-27-1 
2179. 
Rushing: UR — Tim Hightower 
20-119, Stacy Tutt 16-63, Josh 
Vaughan 5-25, David Freeman 1-1 
Harry Wilson H-Tr, JMU — AJvin 
Banks 18-120, Maurice Fenner 13- 
60, Justin Rascati 11-30, LC Baker 
1-5, Raymond runes 1-3. 
Receiving; UR — John Crone 3-15, 
Matt Hale 2-59, Tim Hightower 2- 
9, D. Desriveaux 1-11, David Free- 
man 1-9; JMU — Ardon Bransford 
W6,Tahir Hinds 5-38, Alvin Banks 
3-36, Casime Harris 1-26, Crtris 
Hawkins 1-1Z D.D. Boxley 1-10, 
LC Baker 1-9, Harry Dunn \4j%\ 
Records: Richmond (5-3, 5-1), JMU 
(4H2-3). 
BYE: Soccer loses out on bye 
BYE, from page 8 
goalkeeper Matthias Gumbre- 
cht. The first forced Gumbrecht 
to make a diving save to his left 
at the 25-minute mark. At 13:10, 
Zimmerman got off the second 
when he weaved through traffic 
and sent a left-footed shot that 
i.umbrecht snagged in mid-air. 
"In the second half we woke 
up and played a bit better," JMU 
coach Tom Martin said. "We start- 
ed Nick and he got himself in dan- 
gerous positions a few times." 
Junior forward Kurt Morsink 
got off a shot with 10 minutes 
left that sailed over the crossbar, 
but that was it for JMU's offense. 
On the other side of the field, the 
Pnde kept applying pressure to 
Trapp and the JMU defense. 
"We were lucky to get to 
halftime," Martin said. They 
had all the momentum and they 
were rattling balls around the 
box and they come up empty 
and we said, 'Good, lef s forget 
that half and move on.'" 
The   Dukes   might   have 
played better in the second 
half, but it didn't stop the Pride 
from taking 12 shots. Hofstra 
forward Cnns Cox took four 
and nearly ended the game in 
regulation when he sent a rock- 
et from 15 yards out that beat 
Trapp and slammed against the 
left post. 
Ten minutes later, the game 
of inches went the other way 
when Trapp slipped, Osooli 
beat the defense and Hofstra 
walked away with the inside 
track to a first-round bye in the 
CAA tournament. 
Hofstra 00-1 — 1 
JMU      00-0 — 0 
Goals 
HOF — C Christoudias 93:18 
Saves 
HOF — Matthias Gumbrecht 2; 
JMU —Kevin Trapp 6. 
Records: Hofstra (11-4-2, 6-2-1 
CAA), JMU (9-5-2, 5-3-1 CAA). 
FUMBLE: JMU 
disappoints 
FUMBLE, from page 8 
quarterback Justin Rascati said. 
"We've got to go out there and fight 
We've got our biggest rival next 
week, and 1 don't care if you're 0- 
8, if you can't get up for that game, 
you shouldn't be playing football." 
Against U of R, Rascati tossed 
for 179 yards and two touch- 
downs while completing 18 of 
27 passes — one of which was 
to senior offensive tackle Harry 
Dunn in a play that summarized 
the Dukes' afternoon. Rascati's 
pass was tipped into the hands of 
Dunn, who decided to flip the ball 
back to Rascati and in the process 
tossed it away. JMU would re- 
cover the ball and promptly miss 
a 42-yard field goal. 
"We're just not getting it done," 
Matthews said. "If you don't turn 
the ball ovet you win." 
The Dukes will limp down to 
Williamsburg this Saturday to face 
the Tnbe and their brand-new lights 
in a 7 p.m. kick at Zable Stadium. 
WIN: Field hockey defeats Northeastern without leading 
goal scorer, gears up for this week's conference tourney 
WIN, from page 8 
But the JMU defense, led by 
senior goalkeeper Lon Amico, re- 
grouped, shutting down the North- 
eastern attack from that point on, 
setting up Versfeld's game-winner 
and giving JMU momentum head- 
ing into the conference tournament 
"We wanted to walk off this 
field with a win," Amico said. 
"Now we have the confidence 
and the momentum, and this team 
feeds off that Northeastern was 
ranked second in the CAA and 
now we know we can go in and 
win it" 
Versfeld agreed. 
"Definitely nice to get the mo- 
mentum and ifs always nice to 
win at home on senior day," Vers- 
feld said. "It has lots of pluses. I 
think we're going with a positive 
attitude into the tournament." 
They also might have Walls 
back. She's scheduled to undergo 
surgery Monday to have a plate and 
a screw inserted in her hand. Lucas 
said if Walls is ready shell play. 
"Certainty witn our top goal 
scorer out and to be able to win today 
is huge," Lucas said. "She should be 
back for the start of the CAA touma- 
ment if she can tolerate [the pain) 
Xourt Square Property 
OPEN HOUSE 
* 
f- j^*       November 3rd S 4th 
jt^ Ham - 4pm 
^BM, 34 W Gay Street, Suite 220 
Come by and see our new office and enjoy some refreshments, 
door prizes, and a drawing for a great prize. 
Lease a house/apartment for next year and receive half off first 
month's rent - several options still available.* 
•Tuiim/Guarantor muit sign INK and pay dtpcalt by 11115/05 10 be eligible for this olfcr. 
CLASSIFIED THE BREEZE I www.lhebreeze.org I MONDAY, OCT. 31.2005 111 
For Rent For SMIC 
HOUSES. Large houses for 2006- 
07 Mml   allow   pels,   mam    with 
fenced   \arus.       I |0   bedrooms 
Individual leases. See our sile for actual 
availability photos and floorpUro. www 
castlepropcm com      (5401      5M-2659 
MUMIOKS      :i"     InmlriHi Sun 
GDM-5410       B»        COIKI       $150/ 
each OBO. <540r        908-5156 
PART TIMK OFFICE HI-IP WANT] I) 
Are you highly motivated and 
into organizing/building eflOaMQ ' 
Leading hank/in vestment firm 
looking   lor   p/l   help    (540)   820-5730 
Help Wanted 
2-BR APARTMENTS Quiet student 
complex seeks students tired of 
nob) neighbors I argc living room, 
A/C. W/D. LVW. $560.00 mm 
castlepropcrtv com      (540)      564-2659 
M HI I AM WAN AMI! SPRING 
06 560 Pheasant Run? Room available 
Spring 06. Ma> and June session (iu> 
or girl okay, pets okay. $315/ month, 
Internet included! (all Richard (3011 
922-2605      email       sincsrVajmu.edu 
AIRHR1 SI! IAIKH) ARTIST for 
Winter 05/06 season wanted I Icxihk- 
hours, full & part-time available 
Seasonal and year-round available 
Starting pay $7.50/hr plus. No 
experience needed, all training provided 
wwwmirtisland.com    (540)    607-6670 
Kl (I I'I MIS IS I Part-time evening 
and weekend receptionist needed 
Apply in person Steven Knota, 2970 
South      Main      Street.      Hairiionburg 
APT FOR RENT JAN - JULY 15 Quiet. 
private, close 1 BR apt across form 
Quad       $425/mo.      CookanVu jmu.edu 
Nl I I) \ PI AC I Id I |\| ' : rooms in 
Pheasant Run available Spring Semester 
4 bedrooms. 2 other girlv January rent and 
utilities free Call hrin at (757)813-0046 
I BR AP"I KM SUBLEASE available 
from Jan 06 Ideal for grad students/ 
working professionals. Quiet, private. 2 
miles from JMU. includes dishwasher, 
washer/dryer $525/month. Contact 
kondun0Kuyahoo.com (540) 574-3321 
li H >R'I I ACHIK Mother looking for 
teacher/ educator, on site, for 2 children 
ages 2 yrs and 5mths Wonderful 
personality, clean, respectful, excellent 
rapport with children. Specializing in 
Early Childhood Education (kinder. 
1st grd) Bilingual English/ Spanish. 
knowledge of Sign language (ASL) 
lOpinli Be creative in crafts and 
playtime, 25 hrs ♦/- per week I Oam- 
5pm. 4 days/ wk Call 578-4680 
or       email       tricia/irdcanstcel-dsccom 
•BARIENDIMi1 $25(Vday Potential 
No experience necessary. Training 
provided      (800)     965-6520      Bxt2i3 
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey. 
v\ w m   (ietPaidToThink.com 
FEMALE    MODELS    NEEDED    for 
photography portfolio work. Lxpcncncc 
preferred.butnotrcquired Compensation 
negotiable E-mail Richard: 
sinesrafujmu edu or call (3011 922-2605 
GET PAID TO THINK! Make $75 taking 
online Minos   www CashlnSpcnd com 
Wanted 
Services 
*6oo Group Fundraiser 
Bonus 
4 hours of your group's time 
PI IS our free (yes. free) 
fundraising programs EQUALS 
$l,000-$3.000 in earnings for your 
group 
Call TODAY for up to $600 in 
bonuses when you schedule your 
fundraiser with CampusEundraiscr 
Contact CampusEundraiser 
(888) 923-3238 or visit 
WWW campus fundraiser, com 
AIRBRUSH IA1KM) \KI1M and 
Bumper Car Attendants wanted 
I Icxible hours. Seasonal and year-round 
available Starting pay $7 50-8 50/hr 
wwvv.miMisland.com    (540)    607-6670 
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING 06 College 
Station! Room available Spring 06. May 
and June session. $250/ month, plus 
water, cable, and electric* Call Meghan 
email myersmrtujmu.edu(540)798-7431 
HI IP WANTED MOVING $$$$$$$ One 
day move from Baltimore to Massanutten 
on Saturday, November 12th laVM 
people needed Low'moderate amount 
of furniture, a few heavy pieces. $200 
per mover. Must be in Baltimore at 10 
a.ro.      E-mail   rlmahoncv(ucomcast.net 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
OPERATOR 
TRAINING K)R 
EMPLOYMENT 
-Jl 
Bulldo/ers, Hackhocs. 
Loaders. Dump Trucks. 
(iraders. Scrapers. 
I >«.i\ alon 
I rain in Virginia 
Next Class: Nov 7th 
-National Certification 
-financial Assistance 
•Job Placement Assistance 
HH-3S3-73M 
Associated Training Services 
BREEZE CLASSIFIEDS' The Breeze 
Classified ads are the perfect way to 
reach JMU students, faculty. & staff*. 
For one low price, your ad will appear 
in the print edition of Ine Brce/e 
twice a week as well «s online' Visit 
www.thcbrcczc.org to place your ad today! 
GUITAR LESSONS Ora 
15 years experience Student 
discounts (540) 431-6468 
STSTRAVEL.COM 
Join America's »/ Student 
Tour Operator 
Cancun 
Acapulco 
Jamaica 
Bahamas 
Florida 
Sell trips, earn cash, go free! 
Now hiring on-campus reps. 
Call for group discounts. 
1-800-648-4849 
www ststravei com 
m apart 
VIMII.M hi //„ II,,,., I TassiNnls! 
Travel 
Sptins Rrr»krrs 
BOOli Ml1> 4I*J XJ*C 
i *  H.ll!eM DCMIUJII.HI. 
Hi.*  )s      :ir«Tripi.irri»h 
I r<v McjU pjfiii^ hy  11 7 
HnjhrM ( iwnmi*'i>*i 
H<--i lr-*d Berk* 
"m " i"in;i/iiMr HI.,, -ii 
 iWi 43*-77 It 
Spring Break 
3.ih.im.is   party   cruise   frorr 
$299. 
Cancun from $559. 
Acapulco from $629. 
amah a, Nassau, Panama City 
Daytona from $179. 
Recognized    3   times   fur   ethics 
Campus reps needed' 
SpringBreak Tra vel. com 
(800) 678-6386 
*1 SPRINd BREAK WEBSITE! 
Low prices guaranteed. Free meals 
& parties Book II people, get 12th 
trip free'. Group discounts for 6' 
www SpringBreak! hscounts com or 
www. LeisureTour^. com or 800-838-8202. 
SPRING     BRFAK     RFPS     NEEOED 
to        promote        campus        trips!! 
Organize     a     small     group 
cash  and   free   trave 
www. springbrcakd irect.com 
BAHAMAS SI'RIM. BREAK 
( I , I BRin CM ISI ' S Days From 
$2W' Includes meals MUM, entry to 
exclusive MTV events, beach parties 
with celebrities \s seen on Real World. 
MMM76.1252 ^°*^ Ru'«*' *"*n campus reps needed' 
www SpringBreakTr.it el mm 
Promotode:3l 1-KO0-. 
SPRING BREAK Bahamas party cruise 
from $299 Cancun from $559 Acapulco 
from $629. Jamaica, Nassau. Panama 
City. Daytona from $179! Recognized 3 
times for ethics1 Campus reps needed1 
SpringhrcaktravcEcorn   (800)   678-6386 
Loiifiruov/ii lo Winter i^rehJ:: 
48 J ays 
432-0610 
TONITE: 
HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY 
CASH PRIZES 
TWO BANDS: ROGER MARIN JR.& MONEY PENNY 
SIERRA NEVADA WEDNESDAY 
FEATURING : KENIN7 MERCY CREEK 
THURSDAY: LADIES NIGHT 
EARLY BIRD KARAOKE & DANCE DJ @ 10:30 
.  $80 GIVE AWAY TO A LADY AFTER 11 PM 
MUST REGISTER FOR DANCING BY 10:30 PM 
dothepub.com 
kothryn biery, dcta 
Stephen poulette, dds 
ronatd davis, dds 
edward amrtvtin, dds 
Attention All JMU Students. Faculty and Staff 
Wisdom Teeth 
Loose or Missing Teeth 
Mouthguards 
General Dentistry 
Emergency Treatment 
Drs. Biery & Paulette Can Help You! 
We Offer™. 
• Some day consultation, examination and emergency treatments. 
• Schedule an appointment at a time that is convenient for you. 
• General Anesthesia is available from certified personnel. 
• 0% financing for up to 12 months upon approval 
• A relaxed and friendly atmosphere 
• Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Sign Interpreters available 
Clip this certificate out of the paper to receive 
$50.00 off your initial consultation/examination. 
S .i'il. ii', i 
' All That I Am 
/Vf/r 
/toteo&BA 
ennitohfe 
at.Pttin.9 
IIOII'I 
ALSO OUT - Taking Back Sunday. Imatrix. Oizy Osbourne. Montgomery Gentry, 
Nirvana. Slipknot. Blink 182, John Fogerty Now That's What I Call Music Vol 20, 
Gratahil Dead's Filmore West 1969, R Kelly on DVD and more! 
SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES! 
434-9999 
im-M LHMHlS1l.il I 
IMKritM SMamaciMtrl 
aura STMIS M ciuaier IISVIII I 
WUIMMUUM urn MNMCM TMI 
What A Record 
Store Should Bel 
VIIWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
AUDITIONS 
At James Madison University 
Tuesday November 1, Taylor Hall University Center 
Music Building, Room 405, 1:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Imagine Getting Paid 
To Have This Much Fun. 
Can you begin work by 
early March 2006? 
Although employment can begin anytime 
throughout our season, we are very 
much interested in performers who are 
avaiatte in early March. 
~£uScK 
^GARDENS 
v^_ WRJ 
Busch Gardens Wilhamsburg is 
seeking outgoing and dynamic singers, 
dancers, actors, variety artists, tugglers 
magicians and instrumentalists lor live 
shows. No appointment necessary. 
Visit our website lor helplul audition tips. 
photos, pay rates and benelits Live 
auditions preferred but video auditions 
are accepted See website lor details 
Audition Hotline: 800-253-3302 
www.TalentSearchBGW.com LUMWUK . • 
■ m art iWtr 11 yw, muu hfj a partrfl <x fcaaat guinaart wWi you Your*/* M u Watt 15 to «jo*ona"iO 16 
k> M •riWyW PrW c* ftp a reojLinjd Buac* Ga/fer* ant Wear Covey USA an eo* ooportuniy anVoyM mo 
iuwort . safe and drug *a* worhrMc* AK*car*s *• M tiOfacl to *ig e#ng JM Dichgra-nd tf**s 
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P THE FU 
TH PHEASANT RUN 
Do you hate to travel far? 
Would you like to bring your car? 
Do you have some roommates in mind? 
Is your current living situation a bit unkind? 
Pheasant Run is here for you 
And we would really like to talk with you 
Come to us and you will see 
that Pheasant Run is the place to be!!! 
E TO TH 
SIN* FAIR 
NESDAY NOV 
y 121 PHEASANT 
CIRCLE 
MORE INFORMATION 
L S40.801.0660 
I 
